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ON THE SKOLEM PROBLEM AND SOME RELATED
QUESTIONS FOR PARAMETRIC FAMILIES OF
LINEAR RECURRENCE SEQUENCES
ALINA OSTAFE AND IGOR E. SHPARLINSKI
Abstract. We show that in a parametric family of linear recur-
rence sequences a1pαqf1pαq
n ` . . . ` akpαqfkpαq
n with the coeffi-
cients ai and characteristic roots fi, i “ 1, . . . , k, given by rational
functions over some number field, for all but a set of α of bounded
height in the algebraic closure of Q, the Skolem problem is solvable,
and the existence of a zero in such a sequence can be effectively
decided. Among other questions, we also look at complex num-
bers which are zeros of two functions in two linear recurrences over
CpXq, and discuss finiteness results for their number and multi-
plicity in the case of binary sequences.
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation and background. We recall that a linear recur-
rence sequence punq
8
n“1 of order k over a field K is a sequence which
satisfies a relation of the form
(1.1) un`k “ Ak´1un`k´1 ` . . .` A0un, n ě 0,
with some constants A0, . . . , Ak´1, u0, . . . , uk´1 P K; we refer to [16] for
a background on recurrence sequences.
The famous Skolem problem is a problem of decidability of the ex-
istence of a zero un “ 0 amongst the elements of a linear recurrence
sequence punq
8
n“0. This problem remains widely open for most of the
interesting fields K of characteristic zero, including K “ Q for k ě 5,
a brief outline of the current state of affairs is given by Sha [29]. In
particular, although there are very good, uniform in all parameters
and depending only on k, bounds on the number of zeros, see [3] there
are no effectively computable bounds on the index n of a possible zero
un “ 0.
Here we address a parametric version of this problem for a family
of linear recurrence sequences and for all but finitely many values of
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the parameter for which the specialised sequence is not degenerate we
give a bound on the largest possible zero. In particular, the Skolem
problem is effectively decidable for all but a set of values of bounded
height of the parameter α P C. Note that in our settings the values
of parameters which corresponds to zeros in the families we study are
always algebraic numbers, so their height is correctly defined.
More precisely, we now recall that if the characteristic polynomial
ΨpZq “ Zk ´ Ak´1Z
k´1 ´ . . .´ A0
has k distinct roots λ1, . . . , λk then for any sequence punq
8
n“1 as in (1.1)
there are some µ1, . . . , µk in an algebraic extension of K such that
un “
kÿ
i“1
µiλ
n
i , n ě 0.
Linear recurrence sequences of this type are called simple. Some
of the results in the background of our arguments are also known for
arbitrary sequences, for example, those of [29], but some are known
only under this condition, for example, those of [2].
In the case of K “ C, the charactestic roots λi, i “ 1, . . . , k, of the
largest absolute value, that is, with
|λi| “ maxt|λ1|, . . . , |λk|u
are called dominant and play a major role in investigating various
Diophantine properties of linear recurrence sequences.
We recall that a sequence punq
8
n“1 satisfying (1.1) is called degenerate
if one of the ratios λi{λj, 1 ď i ă j ă k, is a root of unity. We call a
sequence non-degenerate otherwise.
It is very well-known that the Skolem problem for a degenerate se-
quence un can be reduced to a series of the Skolem problems for finitely
many non-degenerate sequences of the form unh`j, j “ 0, . . . , h ´ 1,
where h is bounded only in terms of the degree rQpλ1, . . . , λkq : Qs,
see [6]. Hence here we are mostly interested in non-degenerate se-
quences.
More precisely, here we study the case when both the coefficients µi
and the roots λi are rational functions of a parameter α P C. This sce-
nario is close to that of Amoroso, Masser and Zannier [2], see also [20,
Proposition 2.2]. In particular, we also appeal to some of the results
from [2], however our method is based on a different argument.
More precisely, given two vectors of rational functions
a “ pa1, . . . , akq , f “ pf1, . . . , fkq P QpXq
k,
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over the algebraic closure Q of Q we consider linear recurrence se-
quences of the form
(1.2) FnpXq “
kÿ
i“1
aif
n
i , n ě 0.
We give a bound for the largest zero in (all but finitely many) spe-
cialisations of this sequence such that the new sequence is not degen-
erate, which is based on recent results of Pakovich and the second
author [28] about finiteness of points on curves that lie on the unit
circle, a bound for the largest zero in a linear recurrence with at most
two dominant roots due to Sha [29] and a result of Amoroso, Masser
and Zannier [2, Theorem 1.5] giving an upper bound for the height of
zeros of polynomials of the form (1.2). We then couple our result with
one of Brindza [11, Theorem 1] to give a lower bound on the degree of
the splitting field of Fn over Q when ai, fi are all polynomials.
We also look at complex numbers which are zeros of two functions of
the form (1.2), which makes the connection to studying the greatest
common divisors of elements of two sequences defined by such func-
tions. This point of view has been introduced by Ailon and Rudnick [1]
for polynomials of the form fn´1 and gm´1, n,m ě 1, and further de-
veloped in recent works [14,22,23,27,28] for different other sequences.
In turn, this builds on number field analogues of this problem, initiated
by Bugeaud, Corvaja and Zannier [12] for sequences of the form an´ 1
and bm ´ 1, n,m ě 1, where a, b P Z are multiplicatively indepen-
dent, and further extended in many works, including generalisations to
S-units [13].
2. Main Results
2.1. Skolem problem for parametric families. We use MK to de-
note a complete set of inequivalent absolute values on a number field K,
normalized so that the absolute Weil height h : Q Ñ r0,8q is defined
via v-adic valuations }α}v as follows
hpαq “
ÿ
vPMK
rKv : Qvs
rK : Qs
logmax t}α}v, 1u ,
where K is any number field containing α and Kv is the completion of
K with respect to the absolute value v. See [10, 18, 33, 37] for further
details on absolute values and height functions.
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To formulate our results we need to recall that a finite Blaschke
product is a rational function Bpzq P Cpzq of the form
Bpzq “ ζ
nź
i“1
ˆ
z ´ ai
1´ a¯iz
˙mi
,
where ai are complex numbers in the open unit disc tz P C : |z| ă 1u,
the exponents mi, i “ 1, . . . , n, are positive integers, and |ζ | “ 1.
A rational function Qpzq of the form Qpzq “ B1pzq{B2pzq, where
B1 and B2 are finite Blaschke products, is called a quotient of finite
Blaschke products.
We say that a pair of rational functions pg1pXq, g2pXqq P CpXq
2 is
exceptional if they can be decomposed as
(2.1) g1 “ Q1 ˝ g and g2 “ Q2 ˝ g
for some quotients of finite Blaschke products Q1 and Q2 and rational
function g. Othwerwise we say that pg1pXq, g2pXqq is a non-exceptional
pair.
Since as we have mentioned, the Skolem problem for degenerate se-
quences is easily reducible to the case of non-degenerate sequences, it
motivates us to define for the parametric family (1.2) the exceptional
set of α P Q such that fipαq{fjpαq is not a root of unity for some
1 ď i ă j ď k. It is also convenient to eliminate the roots of aipXq and
fipXq, 1 ď i ď k. That is, we define the set
Ea,f “ tα P Q : fipαq{fjpαq is a root of unity for some 1 ď i ă j ď k
or aipαq “ 0 or fipαq “ 0 for some 1 ď i ď ku.
Using [33, Theorem 3.11] we immediately derive that elements of
Ea,f are of bounded height.
Theorem 2.1. Let ai, fi P QpXq, i “ 1, . . . , k, be nonzero rational
functions of degree at most d such that fi{fj is non-constant for any
1 ď i ă j ď k. We also assume that for any 1 ď r ă s ă t ď k,
the pairs of rational functions pfs{fr, ft{frq are non-exceptional. Let
pFnq
8
n“0 be defined by (1.2). Then for all but at most d
2k3 elements
α P QzEa,f any zero n P N of the equation
(2.2) Fnpαq “ 0
satisfies
n ď exp
`
CD4α
˘
,
where Dα is the degree of the smallest Galois field K over Q with α P K,
and C is an effective constant which depends only on a1, f1, . . . , ak, fk.
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Remark 2.2. We note that the condition that fipαq{fjpαq are not roots
of unity for any i ‰ j is necessary for any bound on n as otherwise
the sequence can have infinitely many zeros. However, if this is the
case, then by the celebrated Skolem-Mahler-Lech Theorem, see for ex-
ample [16, Theorem 2.1], the set of zeros is the union of a finite set
with finitely many arithmetic progressions, and by [6] these arithmetic
progressions can be effectively determined, while our methods allows to
estimate the elements in the remaining finite set.
It is natural to ask whether a generalisation of Theorem 2.1 to para-
metric S-unit equations is possible, see Section 7 for more details and
an exact question.
Theorem 2.1 immediately implies the following:
Corollary 2.3. Let ai, fi P QrXs, i “ 1, . . . , k, be as in Theorem 2.1.
Let AD be the union of all Galois fields of degree at most D over Q.
Then there is an effectively computable constant C0 which depends only
on a1, f1, . . . , ak, fk such that for all but at most 12dD
2k2 ` d2k3 ele-
ments α P AD, any zero n P N of the equation (2.2) satisfies
n ď exppC0D
4q.
Corollary 2.4. Let ai, fi P QrXs, i “ 1, . . . , k, be as in Theorem 2.1
and such that a1, f1, . . . , ak, fk are pairwise relatively prime. Then the
polynomial Fn defined by (1.2) has at least n{pk´1q´pd`1qk distinct
roots, and there is a finite set E Ď Q such that for all roots α of Fn,
n ě 1, with α R E YEa,f the degree Dα of the smallest Galois extension
over Q containing α satisfies
Dα ě cplog nq
1{4,
where c is an effective constant depending only on a1, f1, . . . , ak, fk.
Remark 2.5. The main tool in the proof of Corollary 2.4 is the result
of Brindza [11, Theorem 1]. In particular, the condition of pairwise
co-primality of a1, f1, . . . , ak, fk stems from the conditions of [11, The-
orem 1]. We note that if all functions a1, . . . , ak are constant then we
can use instead [11, Theorem 2] to prove the same result.
Corollary 2.6. Let ai, fi P QrXs, i “ 1, . . . , k, be as in Corollary 2.4.
Then the splitting field Ln of the polynomial Fn defined by (1.2) is of
degree
rLn : Qs ě c0plognq
1{4,
where c0 is an effective constant depending only on a1, f1, . . . , ak, fk.
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Note that Corollary 2.6 provides an explicit version of the claim that
rLn : Qs Ñ 8
as nÑ8 given in [2, Example 2].
The bound for n in Theorem 2.1 depends on the degree of the spe-
cialisation α. We would like to obtain a bound which is independent
of α, when we restrict α to special subsets of Q, such as the set of all
roots of unity. This in particular would imply that the set
tα P Q : αn “ 1, Fmpαq “ 0 for some n,m ě 1u,
is finite, where Fm is defined by (1.2).
More generally, since GnpXq “ X
n ´ 1, n ě 1, also defines a linear
recurrence sequence, we would like to generalise the above situation
and formulate the following problem.
Question 2.7. Given two simple linear recurrence sequences pFnq
8
n“1,
pGmq
8
n“1 over CpXq, prove that, under certain conditions, the set
(2.3) LpFn, Gmq “ tα P C : Fnpαq “ Gmpαq “ 0 for some n,m ě 1u
is finite.
This would extend the result of [2] which already gives the bound-
edness of heights of α P Q that satisfy only one such relation.
We answer Question 2.7 for binary sequences in Section 2.3 below,
which in fact is a direct consequence of [9, Theorem 2].
2.2. Perfect powers in specialisations at roots of unity. We now
restrict α to the set U of all roots of unity. In this case, for all but
finitely many α P U we can effectively answer some other questions
about Fnpαq besides vanishing. We illustrate this approach on the case
of perfect powers.
We say that ϑ P ZQ is a perfect mth power if for some ρ P Qpϑq we
have ϑ “ ρm.
For a polynomial f P CrXs, we use f to denote the complex conju-
gate polynomial, that is, the polynomial obtained from f by conjugat-
ing all its coefficients.
Theorem 2.8. Let ai, fi P ZQrXs, i “ 1, . . . , k, be nonzero polynomials
of degree at most d such that for any 1 ď r ă s ă t ď k, the pairs of
rational functions pfs{fr, ft{frq are non-exceptional. We also assume
that for 1 ď i ‰ j ď k the polynomials fipXqfipY q ´ fjpXqfjpY q do
not have any factor of the form XrY s ´ u or Xr ´ uY s where u is a
root of unity. Let pFnq
8
n“0 be defined by (1.2). Then for all but at most
d2pk3` 22k2q elements α P UzEa,f for any m ě 1 the set of n P N such
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that Fnpαq is a perfect mth power either contains an infinite arithmetic
progression mℓ ` r, ℓ “ 1, 2, . . ., with some r P t0, . . . , m ´ 1u or is
finite and its size can be effectively bounded.
Remark 2.9. We note that by a result of Lang [21] the set UXEa,f is
in fact finite, thus the number of exceptions in Theorem 2.8 is finite.
2.3. Greatest common divisors of binary linear recurrence se-
quences. We note that the finiteness conclusion in Question 2.7 would
imply that there are finitely many α P Q such that
pX ´ αq | gcdpFnpXq, GmpXqq
for some n,m ě 1, where by the greatest common divisor of two rational
functions , we mean the greatest common divisor of their numerators.
Studying the greatest common divisor of sequences of polynomials
has been initiated in [1] for sequences Fn “ f
n ´ 1 and Gm “ g
m ´ 1,
n,m ě 1, where f, g P CrXs, and recently extended in several directions
in [14, 22, 23, 27, 28].
We note that in the case of simple binary linear recurrence sequences
defined over C, under some multiplicative independence conditions, a
finiteness result follows directly from [27, Theorem 1.3]. In fact, such a
result follows directly from [9, Theorem 2] and we present it here only
in the following form.
Remark 2.10. Let a, b, f, g P CpXq be multiplicatively independent
rational functions. Let pFnq
8
n“1, pGmq
8
n“1 be defined by
FnpXq “ apXqfpXq
n ` 1, n ě 1,
GmpXq “ bpXqgpXq
m ` 1, m ě 1.
Then the set LpFn, Gmq defined by (2.3) is finite and its cardinality is
uniformly bounded only in terms of the functions a, b, f, g. Moreover,
under the additional condition
Zpaq XRpfq “ Rpaq X Zpfq “ Zpbq XRpgq “ Rpbq X Zpgq “ H,
where Zpfq and Rpfq are the sets of zeros and poles of f in C (and
the same for g), respectively, there exists a polynomial h P CrXs such
that for all n,m ě 1,
(2.4) gcdpFn, Gmq | h.
Indeed, as in the proof of [27, Theorem 1.3], for any zero α P C of
gcd pafn ` 1, bgm ` 1q we have
apαqfpαqn “ bpαqgpαqm “ ´1.
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Since a, b, f, g are multiplicatively independent, the finiteness of the set
of such α P C follows directly from [9, Theorem 2], see also [8] for
some effective results for rational functions over Q and Gm “ X
m´ 1.
To obtain the divisibility (2.4) we only need to bound the multiplicity
of such zeros α P C, and this follows directly from [27, Lemma 2.9].
Remark 2.11. Clearly, after appropriate scaling, Remark 2.10 can be
reformulated for binary sequences in a more common form
FnpXq “ a1pXqf1pXq
n ` a2pXqf2pXq
n, n ě 1,
GmpXq “ b1pXqg1pXq
m ` b2pXqg2pXq
m, m ě 1,
with a1, a2, b1, b2f1, f2, g1, g2 P CpXq.
We formulate our next result when a, b in Remark 2.10 are constants,
and moreover we vary them over a finitely generated subgroup of Q
˚
.
Theorem 2.12. Let f, g P QpXq be multiplicatively independent with
constants, and let Γ Ď Q
˚
be a finitely generated subgroup. There exists
a polynomial h P QrXs depending only on f, g and the generators of Γ
such that that for any n,m ě 1 and any u, v P Γ one has
gcd pfpXqn ´ u, gpXqm ´ vq | h.
Remark 2.13. We note that one can give an explicit uniform bound on
the degree of h in Teorem 2.12, depending only on f, g and Γ. Indeed,
this bound follows from [5, Theorem 2.2], which in turn gives bounds
for the degree and height of roots of gcd pfpXqn ´ u, gpXqm ´ vq only
in terms of f, g and Γ, coupled with a result of Schmidt [30] which gives
an estimate on the number of algebraic numbers of bounded degree and
height.
Remark 2.14. We note here that when |u| “ |v| “ 1 in Theorem 2.12,
one also has a result for f, g P CpXq. Indeed, under some extra con-
ditions on f and g, such a result follows from [28, Theorem 2.2], see
Lemma 3.1 below.
As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.12 we have the following corol-
lary which we hope to be of independent interest.
Corollary 2.15. Let f, g P QrXs be multiplicatively independent with
constants and let Γ Ď Q
˚
be a finitely generated subgroup. Then there
exists a polynomial H P QrXs such that for any n,m ě 1 and any
polynomials F,G P QrXs of degree at most d ě 1 with roots from Γ,
one has
gcd pF pfnq , G pgmqq | H.
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2.4. Specialisations of sequences of rational functions. Finally,
we show that a sequence of rational functions FnpXq P CpXq, n ě 0,
satisfies a linear recurrence relation if and only if this is also true for
specialisations Fnpαq, n ě 0, for a sufficiently “massive” set of α P C.
Theorem 2.16. Let pFnq
8
n“0 be an infinite sequence of rational func-
tions Fn P CpXq, n ě 0, and let K ě 1. Assume there exist infinitely
many α P C such that each Fnpαq is well defined and pFnpαqq
8
n“0 is a
linear recurrence of order at most K. Then pFnq
8
n“0 is a linear recur-
rence sequence over CpXq of order at most K.
We now immediately derive the following result where we do not
restrict the order of the sequences.
Corollary 2.17. Let pFnq
8
n“0 be an infinite sequence of polynomials
Fn P CrXs, n ě 0. Assume that pFnpαqq
8
n“0 is a linear recurrence
sequence for uncountably many α P C. Then pFnq
8
n“0 is a linear recur-
rence sequence in CrXs.
Remark 2.18. It is natural to ask whether it is possible to merge
Theorem 2.16 and Corollary 2.17 where simply the infinitude of α P
C such that pFnpαqq
8
n“0 is a linear recurrence sequence (without any
restriction on the order) implies that pFnq
8
n“0 is a linear recurrence
sequence in CrXs as well. It is easy to show that such a result is
impossible, for example, the sequence
FnpXq “ X
2n
2
`X6
n
`X2
t
?
nu
` 1, n “ 0, 1, . . . ,
does not satisfy any linear recurrent relation (as the degree grows too
fast). However it is a linear recurrence sequence for every root of unity
of order 2m, m “ 0, 1, . . ..
3. Preliminaries
3.1. Intersections of level curves of rational functions. Our ap-
proach depends on a generalisation of a result of Ailon and Rudnick [1,
Theorem 1] which is given in [28, Theorem 2.2].
Recall the definition of non-exceptional pairs of rational functions,
which avoid relations of the form (2.1).
Lemma 3.1. Let pg1pXq, g2pXqq P CpXq be complex rational functions
of degrees n1 and n2, respectively. Then
#tz P C : |g1pzq| “ |g2pzq| “ 1u ď pn1 ` n2q
2,
unless pg1pXq, g2pXqq is exceptional.
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It is easy to see that if g1 and g2 are polynomials the conclusion of
Lemma 3.1 reduces to
g1 “ g
m1 and g2 “ g
m2
for some g P CrXs and integers m1, m2 ě 0.
3.2. Zeros of linear recurrence sequences with at most two
dominant roots. We say that a root λ of a polynomial ψpZq P CrZs
is dominant if |λ| ě |ρ| for any other root ρ of ψ. Clearly ψ may have
up to deg ψ dominant roots. We are mostly interested in the case of
one or two dominant roots.
We note the following result which represents a simplified combina-
tion of two results (for ν “ 1 and ν “ 2) of Sha [29, Theorem 1.1
and 1.2].
Lemma 3.2. Let ψpXq P QrXs be a monic square-free polynomial of
degree k and with ν ď 2 dominant roots. If ν “ 2, we also impose that
the ratio of the two dominant roots is not a root of unity. Then for any
linear recurrence sequence u “ punq given by
un “
kÿ
i“1
αiλ
n
i , n ě 0,
with characteristic polynomial ψ having roots λi, i “ 1, . . . , k, if
un “ 0
then
n ď exp
ˆ
C1D
4
ˆ
max
i“1,...,k
h pαiq ` 1
˙˙
,
where C1 is an effective constant which depends only on k, D is the
degree D “ rK : Qs of the smallest Galois field K containing the coef-
ficients of ψ and the initial values u0, . . . , uk´1.
3.3. Zeros of linear recurrence sequences in families. We now
recall a special case of a result of Amoroso, Masser and Zannier [2,
Theorem 1.5].
Lemma 3.3. Let fi P QpXq, i “ 1, . . . , k, be nonzero rational functions
such that fs{fr is non-constant for any 1 ď r ă s ď k. There exists an
effectively computable constant C2, which depends on f1, . . . , fk such
that if for any b1, . . . , bk P Q, any n ě C2 and any α P QzEa,f , one has
kÿ
i“1
bifipαq
n “ 0,
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then
hpαq ď
kmaxthpb1q, . . . , hpbkqu
n
` C2.
We remark that in [2, Theorem 1.5] the bound is given in terms
of height of the projective vector pb1 : . . . : bkq P P
k´1
`
Q
˘
which is
bounded by the maximum used in Lemma 3.3. Furthermore, in [2,
Theorem 1.5] only one ratio is assumed to be non-constant, however
there is an additional request of non-vanishing of subsums in the sum
of Lemma 3.3 (under our condition on fs{fr one can simply consider
the shortest vanishing subsum).
We also note that the effectiveness is not explicitly stated in [2, The-
orem 1.5] however it is discussed after the formulation of [2, Theo-
rem 1.5].
Corollary 3.4. Let ai, fi P QpXq, i “ 1, . . . , k, be nonzero rational
functions such that fs{fr is non-constant for any 1 ď r ă s ď k.
There exists an effectively computable constant C3, which depends on
a1, . . . , ak, f1, . . . , fk such that if for any
n ě 2kmaxtdeg a1, . . . , deg ak, C3u
and any α P Q one has
kÿ
i“1
aipαqfipαq
n “ 0,
then
hpαq ď C3.
Proof. If α P Ea,f , as we have mentioned, this follows from [33, Theo-
rem 3.11].
We can now assume that α P QzEa,f ., We can also assume that
n ą C2 where C2 is as in Lemma 3.3 since otherwise α is a root of an
equation of bounded degree and height.
We now recall that for any α P Q and a P QpXq we have
h papαqq ď h pαqdeg a` C4,
where C4 is an effectively computable constant that depends only on
a, see [33, Theorem 3.11]. Hence for
n ě 2kmaxtdeg a1, . . . , deg aku
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the bound of Lemma 3.3 becomes
hpαq ď
kmaxth ppa1pαqq , . . . , h pakpαqqu
n
` C2
ď
kmaxtdeg a1, . . . , deg akuh pαq ` kC4
n
` C2
ď
1
2
h pαq ` C4{2` C2.
Hence hpαq is bounded only in terms of a1, f1, . . . , ak, fk, and the result
follows. 
3.4. Number of zeros of some special polynomials. We need the
following result of Brindza [11, Theorem 1], which builds on a classical
result of Mason [26, Lemma 2].
Lemma 3.5. Let
F pX1, . . . , Xmq “
Mÿ
i“1
Ai
mź
h“1
X
ni,h
h P CrX1, . . . , Xms
be a polynomial with non-zero complex coefficients and let
ghpXq P CrXs, h “ 1, . . . , m,
be m pairwise relatively prime non-constant polynomials. We define
µpF ; g1, . . . gmq “ min
1ďiăjďM
mÿ
h“1
|ni,h ´ nj,h| deg gh.
Then
# tα P C : F pg1pαq, . . . , gmpαqq “ 0u ě
µpF ; g1, . . . gmq
MpM ´ 1q
´
mÿ
h“1
deg gh.
3.5. Characterisation of linear recurrence sequences. To test
whether an arbitrary sequence pvnq
8
n“1 of elements of a field F is a
linear recurrence sequence, we recall the following well-known result
which is based on the vanishing of the Kronecker–Hankel determinants
(3.1) ∆h “ det pvi`jq0ďi,jďh´1 .
More precisely, by [24, Theorem 8.75] (see also [16, Theorem 1.6]
and [19, Lemma 5, Chapter V] for variations) we have:
Lemma 3.6. A sequence pvnq
8
n“1 of elements of a field F is a linear
recurrence sequence of order k if and only if for the determinants (3.1)
we have ∆h “ 0 for all h ě k ` 1
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4. Proofs of Results Towards the Skolem problem
4.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1. Multiplying by common denominators
of aipXq and of fipXq, i “ 1, . . . , k, we can assume that aipXq, fipXq P
QrXs, i “ 1, . . . , k.
Let α P QzEa,f be such that (2.2) holds.
First we remove at most 2dk zeros of aifi, i “ 1, . . . , k.
We now consider the case when we have at least three dominant
roots, that is, there exist distinct integers 1 ď r ă s ă t ď k such that
|frpαq| “ |fspαq| “ |ftpαq|,
or equivalently,
|fspαq|
|frpαq|
“
|ftpαq|
|frpαq|
“ 1.
Since by hypothesis, pfs{fr, ft{frq is a non-exceptional rational func-
tion, from Lemma 3.1 we see that for each of the kpk ´ 1qpk ´ 2q{6
possible choices of the triple pr, s, tq there are at most 4d2 such α P Q.
Hence in total we have excluded at most
2dk ` 4d2kpk ´ 1qpk ´ 2q{6 ď d2k3
(indeed, for k “ 2 this bound is obvious, for k ě 3 we use 2dk ď dk3{3).
We thus assume that we have at most two dominant roots. In this
case we apply Lemma 3.2 to all elements α P QzEa,f and derive that
n ď exp
`
C5D
4
αphpαq ` 1q
˘
,
for an effectively computable constant C5, which depends only on
a1, . . . , ak, f1, . . . , fk. Now, recalling Corollary 3.4 we obtain the de-
sired result.
4.2. Proof of Corollary 2.3. By Theorem 2.1 we only need to esti-
mate the number RpDq of roots of unity of degree at most D over Q.
Clearly
RpDq “
ÿ
m: ϕpmqďD
ϕpmq ď D
ÿ
m: ϕpmqďD
1,
where ϕpmq is the Euler function. Using the boundÿ
m: ϕpmqďD
1 ď 23D
of Dubickas and Sha [15, Lemma 4.1], we see that
(4.1) RpDq ď 23D2
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(using partial summation one can certainly obtain a tighter bound).
Now, since each of kpk´ 1q{2 ratios fipαq{fjpαq can be a root of unity
of degree at most D, there are at most
dRpDq
kpk ´ 1q
2
ă 12dD2k2
such α P AD, which we need to exclude.
Taking into account that we also need to exclude at most other d2k3
elements α P AD as in Theorem 2.1, we conclude the proof.
4.3. Proof of Corollary 2.4. We first prove the lower bound on
the number of distinct roots, which follows directly from Lemma 3.5.
Indeed, since the polynomials a1, f1, . . . , ak, fk are pairwise relatively
prime by Lemma 3.5, the number of zeros of FnpXq is a at least
1
kpk ´ 1q
kÿ
i“1
pdeg ai ` n deg fiq ´
kÿ
i“1
pdeg ai ` deg fiq
“
ˆ
n
kpk ´ 1q
´ 1
˙ kÿ
i“1
deg fi ´
ˆ
1´
1
kpk ´ 1q
˙ kÿ
i“1
deg ai
ě
ˆ
n
kpk ´ 1q
´ 1
˙
k ´
ˆ
1´
1
kpk ´ 1q
˙
dk
ą
n
k ´ 1
´ pd` 1qk.
Let K be a number field with rK : Qs “ D such that ai, fi P KrXs,
i “ 1, . . . , k.
Let α R Ea,f be a root of Fn for some n ě 1. Let G be its minimal
polynomial over K, which implies that G | Fn. Let DG “ degG “
rKpαq : Ks and let Mα be the smallest Galois extension of Q which
includes Kpαq.
For any σ P GalpKpαq{Kq, conjugating the relation Fnpαq “ 0 gives
us
(4.2)
kÿ
i“1
aipσpαqqfipσpαqq
n “ 0.
We may assume that DG ą d
2k3. Indeed, if DG ď d
2k3, then
rKpαq : Qs ď DDG ď Dd
2k3,
and since by Corollary 3.4, hpαq is bounded from the above by a
constant depending only on a1, f1, . . . , ak, fk, by Northcott’s Theorem
there are finitely many such α. Thus we can exclude the irreducible
factors of Fn, n ě 1, corresponding to these finitely many elements.
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Now, since there are DG ą d
2k3 distinct elements σpαq satisfy-
ing (4.2), and taking into account the hypothesis on the polynomi-
als fi, we can apply Theorem 2.1 to conclude that there exists σ P
GalpKpαq{Kq such that (4.2) holds and for which
n ď exp
`
C6rMα : Qs
4
˘
for some constant C6 which depends only on a1, f1, . . . , ak, fk. This
concludes the proof.
4.4. Proof of Corollary 2.6. Let the set E be as in Corollary 2.4.
Clearly, if Fn has a root outside of the set E YEa,f the result is instant
from Corollary 2.4.
Otherwise, since E is a finite set and so are the sets of α P Q with
fipαq “ 0 or aipαq “ 0, for some 1 ď i ď k, adjusting the constant c0
we can make the desired result valid for these values of α as well.
Hence it remains to consider the case when the ratio fipαq{fjpαq is
a root of unity for some 1 ď i ă j ď k. We recall that by Corollary 2.4
Fn has at least n{pk ´ 1q ` Op1q roots α. By our assumption, for
each of them at least one ratio fipαq{fjpαq is a root of unity for some
1 ď i ă j ď k. For each γ P Q the equation fipαq{fjpαq “ γ has at
most d solutions α P Q. Hence the ratios fipαq{fjpαq generate a set Uf
of at least
#Uf ě n{dpk ´ 1q `Op1q
distinct roots of unity ρ for some 1 ď i ă j ď k.
Recall the bound (4.1) on the number of roots of unity of degree at
most D. Hence at least one of the above roots of unity is of degree at
least c
1
23
#Uf ě
c
n
23dpk ´ 1q
`Op1q.
and thus so is α.
4.5. Proof of Theorem 2.8. Let K be the field of definition of the
polynomials ai, fi. Thus, ai, fi P ZKrXs, where ZK is the ring of integers
of K.
By the proof of Theorem 2.1, we know that for all but at most
d2k3 elements α P UzEa,f , the sequence pFnpαqq
8
n“1 has at most two
dominant roots. Let us assume first that for such an α P UzEa,f ,
the sequence pFnpαqq
8
n“1 has two dominant roots, that is, for some
1 ď i ‰ j ď k, |fipαq| “ |fjpαq|. This implies that
(4.3) fipαqfipαq “ fipαqfipαq “ fjpαqfjpαq “ fjpαqfjpαq,
where α is the complex conjugate of α, which is again a root of unity.
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Since by our assumption, fipXqfipY q ´ fjpXqfjpY q P KrX, Y s, 1 ď
i ‰ j ď k, do not have any factor of the form XrY s ´ u or Xr ´
uY s with u P U, by a result of Lang [21] we know that there are
finitely many solutions pα, βq in roots of unity (and thus also of the form
pα, αq) to the equation (4.3). Moreover, by [7, Section 4.1] fipXqfipY q´
fjpXqfjpY q “ 0 has at most 44d
2 solutions pα, βq in roots of unity.
Thus, there are at most 22d2kpk´1q ă 22d2k2 such elements α P UzEa,f
such that the sequence pFnpαqq
8
n“1 has two dominant roots.
Thus, for all but d2pk3 ` 22k2q elements α P UzEa,f , the sequence
pFnpαqq
8
n“1 has only one dominant root. Let such an element α P
UzEa,f . We now apply the result of Fuchs [17, Corollary 2.10] to con-
clude the proof.
5. Proofs of Results on Common Zeros
5.1. Proof of Theorem 2.12. The proof follows from several results
in [1, 5]. We first note that if u, v are roots of unity, then the result
follows from [1, Theorem 1] which is in fact a consequence of the finite-
ness of torsion points on plane curves conjectured by Lang [21] and
proved by Ihara, Serre and Tate. We also note that for this particular
case we need that f and g are multiplicatively independent only.
We assume now the general case, and we look at α P Q such that
(5.1) fpαqn, gpαqm P Γ,
for some n,m ě 1.
Let us define the plane curve
C “ tpfptq, gptqq : t P Qu.
We define the division group of Γ by
Γ “ tt P Q : tn P Γ for some n ě 1u.
Then, (5.1) implies that
pfpαq, gpαqq P C X pΓˆ Γq.
The finiteness conclusion now follows from [5, Theorem 2.2], which gives
bounds for the degree and height of α only in terms of f, g and Γ (the
height and degrees of the generators of Γ), coupled with Northcott’s
Theorem. We denote by Sf,g,Γ the finite set of zeros of fpXq
n ´ u and
gpXqm ´ v for all n,m ě 1 and all u, v P Γ.
To finish the proof, we only need to conclude that the multiplicity of
these roots is also bounded independently of n,m and u, v. This follows
directly from [27, Lemma 2.9], which in turn is based on the polynomial
ABC theorem (proved first by Stothers [36], and then independently by
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Mason [25] and Silverman [32]). More precisely, by [27, Lemma 2.9] we
conclude that the multiplicity of any root of fpXqn´u and gpXqm´v,
n,m ě 1 and u, v P Γ, is bounded by deg f and deg g, respectively.
Thus, we can define the polynomial h P QrXs by
hpXq “
ź
γPSf,g,Γ
pX ´ γqmintdeg f,deg gu,
which concludes the proof.
5.2. Proof of Corollary 2.15. Let F,G P QrXs be of degree at most
d ě 1 with all roots in Γ. We reduce the problem to looking at each
greatest common divisor
gcdpfn ´ γ1, g
m ´ γ2q, n,m ě 1, F pγ1q “ 0, Gpγ2q “ 0.
By Theorem 2.12 there exists a polynomial h P QrXs that depends
only on f, g and the generators of Γ such that for all n,m ě 1 and
γ1, γ2 P Γ one has
gcdpfn ´ γ1, g
m ´ γ2q | h.
Since both F and G have at most d roots in Γ, we conclude the proof
with H “ hd.
6. Proofs of Results on Functions whose Specialisations
are Linear Recurrence Sequences
6.1. Proof of Theorem 2.16. For each α P C we consider the se-
quence p∆hpαqq
8
h“0 of Kronecker-Hankel determinants satisfies
∆hpαq “ det pFi`jpαqq0ďi,jďh´1 , h “ 0, 1, . . . .
Assume there exist infinitely many α P C such that pFnpαqq
8
n“0 is
a linear recurrence of order at most K. Hence, be Lemma 3.6 for all
h ě K ` 1 we have
∆hpαq “ 0
for infinitely many α P C. Therefore, for all h ě K ` 1, the rational
function
∆hpXq “ det pFi`jpXqq0ďi,jďh´1
has infinitely many zeros, and thus is identical to zero.
Applying Lemma 3.6 again, we conclude the proof.
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6.2. Proof of Corollary 2.17. Assume pFnpαqq
8
n“0 is a linear recur-
rence sequence of order kpαq for uncountably many α P C . Since the
set
K “ tkpαq : α P Cu Ď N
is countable, at least one element in K comes from infinitely many
α P C (in fact uncountably many times). Thus, there are infinitely
many α P C such pFnpαqq
8
n“0 is a linear recurrence of some order k and
by Theorem 2.16 the result follows.
7. Comments and Further Questions
As we have mentioned Theorem 2.1 can be extended to non-simple
sequences without new ideas and just at the cost of introducing more
complicated notations.
We also remark that Theorem 2.1 is an analogue of a result of Kulka-
rni, Mavraki, and Nguyen [20, Proposition 2.2], see also [4, Proposi-
tion 2.2], in which the coefficients a1, . . . , ak of FnpXq in (1.2) are con-
stants rather than polynomials as in our case. Furthermore, [20, Propo-
sition 2.2] is not effective while Theorem 2.1 is.
Furrhermore, if as in [20] the coefficients a1, . . . , ak of FnpXq in (1.2)
are constants then analysing the bounds of [29] underlying Lemma 3.2
we see that D4 can be replaced with D30D, where D0 is the degree of
the Galois closure of Qpa1, . . . , akq over Q. In turn, in this case, this
leads to a single exponential bound of the form
n ď exp pCDαq ,
in Theorem 2.1.
We describe a possible generalisation of Theorem 2.1 to S-unit equa-
tions in QpXq. Let Γ be a finitely generated subgroup of QpXq and fix
rational functions a1, . . . , ak P QpXq. By [2, Proposition 6.1], for any
rational functions u1, . . . , uk P Γ such that
ui{uj R Q, 1 ď i ă j ď k, and
kÿ
i“1
aiui ‰ 0,
the set of α P Q such that
(7.1)
kÿ
i“1
aipαquipαq “ 0
is a set of bounded height, depending only on a1, . . . , ak and the gen-
erators of Γ.
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We now ask for an analogue of Theorem 2.1 for such equations. It
is convenient to define the notion of a primitive solution to (7.1) as
a solution with uipαq “ 1 for some i “ 1, . . . , k. We now ask the
following.
Question 7.1. Is it true, under some natural conditions on the gen-
erators of Γ, that outside of a set of bounded height of values α P Q,
then for every primitive solution to (7.1), maxi“1,...,k deg ui is bounded
only in terms of the degree Dα of the smallest Galois field K over Q
with α P K, the functions a1, . . . , ak and the generators of Γ?
We note that the idea of the proof of [2, Proposition 6.1] which
reduces S-unit equations to equations of the type (2.2), can perhaps
help to tackle Question 7.1. Unfortunately, during this reduction we do
not control well the corresponding polynomials a1, f1, . . . , ak, fk P QpXq
and in particular it is not immediately clear how to verify the necessary
condition of Theorem 2.1.
We remark that Theorem 2.1 shows that outside of a small set of pa-
rameters the corresponding specialisations are sequences with at most
two dominant roots. On the other hand, the idea behind the proof of
Theorem 2.8 is to show that for all but finitely many specialisations
at roots of unity these sequences have only one dominant root. This
idea can be used to study many other properties of the corresponding
linear recurrence sequences. For example, by combining this approach
with results and ideas of [31,34,35] one can study prime ideal divisors
of elements of these sequences.
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